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                                        Abstract 
Although social insects generally live within defined colony boundaries that are defended 
against intruders, under certain conditions populations may form expansive supercolonies 
with no evidence of overt aggression. Supercolony formation may be the result of an 
introduction event, where colonies lack aggression and possibly nestmate recognition, or 
may be related to the amount of resource abundance. In the case of the eastern 
subterranean termite (Reticulitermes flavipes) there are conflicting reports in the literature 
with regards to whether there is intraspecific aggression between colonies, some studies 
suggesting that aggressive behavior is displayed towards non-nestmates while others have 
concluded that it is a non-aggressive species. R. flavipes was first reported over 80 years 
ago in Toronto, where populations exhibit characteristics suggestive of supercolonies. 
However, more recently, genetically different populations have been found near Point 
Pelee where they form discrete colonies. The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the 
level of aggression and nestmate recognition within and between geographically different 
populations. If aggressive behavior exists then the level of intercolony aggression and 
mortality would be expected to increase with increasing geographic distance between 
colonies. Overall, no overt aggression was observed in any nestmate or non-nestmate 
pairings in 5-minute Petri dish trials (varying both caste and density). However, in two 
and seven-day resource design pairings the incidence of mortality was high in the non-
nestmate assays when colonies from Toronto and Pelee Island were paired. Furthermore, 
in these assays nestmates readily intermixed while non-nestmates did not. These results 
indicate that R. flavipes recognizes kin from non-kin, regardless of their geographic 
origin or whether they form individual or supercolonies. Although they probably reduce 
aggressive interaction through the avoidance of non-kin, the high mortality observed in 
Toronto-Pelee pairings suggest that they express aggression under certain ecological 
conditions, possibly when foraging galleries intersect.  It is also clear from this study that 
the design of the bioassay used can significantly affect the outcome observed, so care 
should be taken to test under conditions that are most reflective of field conditions.  
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1 General Introduction 
1.1 Social living  
In the natural world, social living has evolved as an important life history strategy for a 
diversity of animal species, conferring numerous benefits to individuals (Oster and 
Wilson, 1978; Rubenstein 1978; Crespi, 1994). Eusocial societies represent the most 
structured form of social living and within the Insecta they are found in the Orders 
Hymenoptera (ants, bees, wasps), Isoptera (termites) and Homoptera (aphids) (Queller 
and Strassmann, 1998; Bourke 2011). Eusocial insects characteristically live within 
closely related family units or kin-groups consisting of a reproductive pair with their 
sterile offspring (Wilson, 1971). Through division of labor, sterile offspring or castes 
collectively perform colony tasks such as brood care, foraging and nest defense (Wilson, 
1971; Oster and Wilson, 1978; Thorne, 1997; Queller and Strassmann, 1998; Thorne et 
al., 1999). These tasks are altruistic in nature as they benefit the receiver while providing 
no direct reproductive benefits to the sterile altruist, and are adaptive if directed towards 
close relatives (Hamilton, 1972; Holzer et al., 2006). High relatedness within the nest can 
be maintained through the defense of colony boundaries and nest territory (Bulmer and 
Traniello, 2002a) as this prevents free exchange of unrelated caste members and 
facilitates group cohesion (Helantera et al., 2009). 
1.2 Social insects defend nest territory 
Kin-based defenses refer to behaviors that keep out potential intra or interspecific nest 
intruders, where kin recognition ensures that aggressive acts are not directed toward close 
relatives (Fisher and Gold, 2003; Zweden and d’Ettorre, 2010; Breed, 2014). Defenses 
are highly variable among ant and termite species, ranging from overt aggression to more 
subtle behaviors such as physical separation (Steiner et al., 2007; Helantera et al., 2009). 
Overt aggression is often expressed through a combination of mechanical and chemical 
defenses (Shelton and Grace, 1996; Šobotník et al., 2010). Within termite groups the 
soldier castes are mechanically specialized for combat, possessing enlarged head capsules 
and mandibles adapted for biting, crushing, slashing or piercing (Prestwich, 1984). 
Members of the Rhinotermitidae, Serritermitidae and Termitidae attack non-nestmate 
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conspecifics not only using their mandibles but may inject irritating, toxic or viscous 
materials into their opponents (Prestwich, 1984). Soldiers of Globitermes sulphurous take 
chemical defense a step further by rupturing their own body, secreting a sticky defensive 
substance that entangles their opponents (Bordereau et al., 1997; Šobotník et al., 2010). 
In Nasutitermitinae, mandibles are vestigial and soldiers rely primarily on terpenoid 
defense secretions released by the frontal gland (Prestwich, 1984). In addition to 
mechanical and chemical defenses soldiers may recruit other nestmates either through 
body vibrations (i.e. head drumming) or by releasing alarm pheromones from the frontal 
gland to gain assistance in defense (Šobotník et al., 2010).   
Workers of many termite species are also actively involved in colony defense (Shelton 
and Grace, 1996) by biting, as in the Nasutitermitinae and Rhinotermitidae, or through 
the use of chemical secretions (Prestwich, 1984; Shelton and Grace 1996). In 
Skatitermes, workers release toxic fecal liquid onto their opponents (Prestwich, 1984), 
while older workers of Neocapritermes taracua rupture their own bodies during 
aggressive displays, releasing a “suicide backpack” of toxic secretions that immobilize 
their opponents (Šobotník et al., 2012).  Such self-sacrifice represents the ultimate 
altruistic act in social societies (Šobotník et al., 2012). However, as overt forms of 
defense carry costs that are avoided in other species (Matsuura and Nishida, 2001; 
Olugbemi 2013). For example, while the subterranean termite Microtermes lepidus 
demonstrates aggression toward conspecifics that may result in mortality in laboratory 
assays, field colonies avoid conflict with neighboring nests by building soil barriers at 
nest entrances, preventing the overlap of foraging trails between conspecifics (Pearce et 
al., 1990). In response to ant predators or unfamiliar conspecifics, soldiers of the 
drywood termite Cryptotermes cavifrons and the subterranean termite Reticulitermes 
speratus will block nest entrance tunnels using their modified flattened, plug-shaped 
heads. This prevents nestmates within foraging chambers from entering the tunnel, 
avoiding further conflict (Prestwich, 1984; Matsuura, 2002).  
1.3 Kin-based defenses can be absent 
Kin-based defenses are completely absent in some ant and termite species (Tsutsui et al., 
2000; Giraud et al., 2002; Holzer et al., 2006; Pederson et al., 2006; Vargo et al., 2006; 
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Helantera et al., 2009). These species form expansive unicolonial societies or 
supercolonies, where individuals lack intraspecific aggression towards neighboring 
colonies and there is free exchange of workers and queens between multiple physically 
separated nests, forming an interconnected population that can extend over a wide 
geographic range (Giraud et al., 2002; Holzer et al., 2006; Helatera et al., 2009). 
Populations consist of mixed or extended families of distantly related individuals, such 
that overall colony relatedness often approaches zero (Vargo, 2003). Cooperative 
behavior towards individuals of low relatedness appears to present an evolutionary 
paradox, yet defines some of the most successful ant and termite pest species in the world 
(Giraud et al., 2002; Pederson et al., 2006; Leniaud et al., 2009; Perdereau et al., 2011). 
This suggests that a loss of aggression and distinct nest boundaries may have benefits, 
such as a larger workforce, which can facilitate colony expansion and resource 
acquisition (Matsuura and Nishida, 2001; Steiner et al., 2007).  
How supercolonies form is not well understood. Since unicolonial characteristics are 
commonly observed in invasive ant and termite populations, supercolonies are thought to 
be the result of bottleneck effects that occur upon introduction, which leads to the loss of 
genetic and/or cue diversity thereby reducing the ability to distinguish kin from non-kin 
(Tsutsui et al., 2000; Giraud et al., 2002; Dronnet et al., 2005; Vargo et al., 2006; Vargo 
and Husseneder, 2011; Husseneder et al., 2012). However, supercolony formation can 
still occur within the native range of a species, and kin recognition can still remain intact. 
In the European ant Lasius austriacus supercolonies, individuals lack aggression but still 
maintain the ability to discriminate kin from non-kin (Steiner et al., 2007). The invasive 
Argentine ant (L. humile) forms supercolonies in both its native and introduced ranges, 
although colony sizes are smaller in the native range (Pederson et al., 2006).  
Alternatively, supercolony formation may relate to the reduction of costs associated with 
territorial defense (Cherix, 1980; Tsutsui et al., 2000). For example, it has been 
postulated that the formation of supercolonies in the ant Formica paralugubris occurs 
due to the lack of resources in its native range within the Swiss Jura Mountains 
(originally supercolonies were identified as F. lugubris, but this species has since been 
split into two sibling species, only F. paralugubris forms supercolonies) (Cherix, 1980; 
Bernasconi et al., 2005; Holzer et al, 2006). In contrast, for species with abundant 
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resources, such as decaying wood logs, the costs of aggression (injury or death) may 
outweigh the benefits gained in defending resources (Matsuura and Nishida, 2001; 
Steiner et al., 2007).  
 
The eastern subterranean termite (Reticulitermes flavipes) feeds on rotting wood logs and   
is a significant wood-destroying pest in North America (Dronnet et al., 2005; Scaduto et 
al., 2012; Evans et al., 2013). In areas where this species has been accidentally introduced 
populations show characteristics of supercolonies, such as lack of intercolony aggression 
and the formation of expansive colonies (Grace, 1996; Dronnet et al., 2005; Vargo and 
Husseneder, 2011; Scaduto et al., 2012). Lack of aggression may be related to low 
genetic diversity of introduced populations and subsequent bottleneck effects, although it 
is unclear whether native populations are aggressive towards conspecifics or are able 
form supercolonies.  
1.4 Study species 
Distribution 
The eastern subterranean termite Reticulitermes flavipes (Rhinotermitidae) is native to 
deciduous forests of the eastern United States but now has a worldwide distribution 
(Evans et al., 2013). In North America the northernmost part of R. flavipes’ range is in    
southern Ontario, where scattered populations are found in approximately 32 urban 
municipalities, the result of at least three separate introduction events (Myles and Grace, 
1991; Scaduto et al., 2012). Populations in Toronto were likely introduced in the 1930’s 
by contaminated shipping cargo from the United States (Grace, 1990). These colonies 
infest wooden infrastructure and display characteristics suggestive of supercolonies, such 
as lack of aggression between colonies, high population densities, expansive colony sizes 
and low allelic diversity at microsatellite loci (Scaduto et al., 2012). In southwestern 
Ontario populations of R. flavipes were discovered in 1929 in Point Pelee National Park 
and Pelee Island (Grace, 1990; Raffoul et al., 2011). However, the colonies do not infest 
wooden dwellings but are distributed along sandy shorelines and beneath woody debris 
(Raffoul et al., 2011). Genetic diversity in colonies from the Pelee region is higher than 
Toronto populations, suggesting that Pelee populations could be potentially native or 




As a subterranean termite, colonies of R. flavipes live, feed and nest in underground 
galleries consisting of extensive foraging tunnels and interconnected feeding and nesting 
sites (Grace et al., 1989; Evans et al., 2013). Colonies are not fixed in one place but are 
constantly mobile in search of food sources, which mainly consist of cellulose-containing 
plant matter (i.e. wood, leaf litter, decaying logs) (Grace et al., 1989). Being prone to 
desiccation, foragers build shelter tubes above ground, including on living trees to expand 
foraging territory (Grace and Cooper, 1987). Their propensity for wood consumption 
makes them important in natural ecosystems for breaking down cellulose material (Evans 
et al., 2013). In Ontario, populations of R. flavipes colonies consist mainly of workers, 
one to two percent soldiers and multiple secondary reproductives but lack the primary 
winged alates (king and queen) (Myles and Grace, 1991). 
Aggression 
Behavioral studies have failed to demonstrate conspecific aggressive responses in some 
native (Georgia, Polizzi and Forschler, 1998; Massachusets, Bulmer and Traniello, 
2002a) or introduced (Toronto, Grace, 1996; France, Perdereau et al. 2011) R. flavipes 
populations. However, Fisher and Gold (2003) observed aggressive responses between 
pairings of native colonies from Texas, the level of aggression increasing with 
geographic distance between colonies.  Polizzi and Forschler (1999) suggested 
polyethism in the worker caste, where only some workers express overt aggression, so 
one would only observe aggressive behaviors if the appropriate individual worker was 
present.  
1.5 Objectives of this study 
My aim was to determine if there are behavioral differences in aggression and kin 
recognition across populations of R. flavipes in southern Ontario. My objectives were to: 
I. Use behavioral assays to investigate differences in the level of intraspecific aggression 
and nestmate recognition expressed by R. flavipes in Ontario, as a function of distance 
between populations.  
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To test whether populations of R. flavipes exhibit aggressive responses towards 
conspecifics, I conducted behavioral bioassays using populations from Toronto and Pelee 
Island (390 km apart). The hypothesis being tested was that if aggressive behavior existed 
in Canadian populations then the level of intercolony aggression would increase with 
increasing geographic distance between colonies. This was based on the assumption that 
individuals from distant populations would more easily recognize kin from non-kin than 
those from neighboring populations, due to their greater genetic dissimilarity. It is known 
that the Pelee Island populations represent a separate introduction from those in Toronto, 
and have greater allelic diversity (Scaduto et al., 2012). If, regardless of distance, the 
populations lack aggression, this could indicate a breakdown in kin discrimination ability 
following an introduction event, or alternatively R.flavipes may avoid overtly aggressive 
responses, and discriminate kin from non-kin in more subtle ways. 
To test for more subtle forms of nestmate recognition, the length of time paired 
individuals spent antennating was tested, since antennal contact provides important 
chemical and tactile information, and tends to be prolonged towards unfamiliar stimuli, 
such as a non-nestmate (Clément and Bagnères, 1998). Huang et al. (2014) demonstrated 
that in R. chinensis antennal sensillae plays an important role in nestmate recognition, 
while prolonged antennal bouts towards non-nestmates despite lack of aggression in       
L. austriacus indicated that nestmate recognition remained intact in supercolonies 
(Steiner et al., 2007).  
In all behavioral assays the level of aggression and antennation time between non-
nestmates from the same population but different locale, or non-nestmates from different 
populations were compared with nestmate pairings.  
II. Test whether aggression and nestmate recognition varies as a function of caste, 
density and colony source. 
Generally studies that test for aggression and nestmate recognition in ant or termite 
species are carried out by placing paired individuals from conspecific colonies into a 
Petri dish lined with filter paper and all behavioral interactions observed (Polizzi and 
Forschler, 1999; 1998; Breed, 2003). However, experimental methods frequently vary 
and this may affect scoring for aggression (Breed, 2003). The number of individuals used 
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in an assay may impact the number of aggressive responses or other behaviors observed 
(Polizzi and Forschler, 1998) so if aggressive polyethism occurs in the worker caste, 
using a larger number of individuals would increase the chances of selecting an 
aggressive individual (Polizzi and Forschler, 1999). In addition, both worker and soldier 
castes participate in nestmate defense, but both castes are rarely tested together. Further, 
type of caste and number of individuals used may interact with the colony population 
source. Therefore, I investigated whether scores for aggression and antennation time 
would vary depending on the type of caste (worker, soldier) and number of individuals 
used (one-on-one versus five-on-one and five-on-five) across geographic pairings. 
Aggressive encounters might increase with increasing density or when soldiers, the caste 
primarily responsible for defense, are present. 
III. To compare survivorship between nestmate and non-nestmate pairings and to test 
whether individuals will sort according to kin and avoid non-kin in a resource 
foraging design. 
To test whether nestmates will sort among kin and avoid non-kin, I used a resource 
foraging assay adapted from Grace (1996) and Uchima and Grace (2009), that simulates 
two populations foraging at a single food source. The current study differs from previous 
studies in using a larger design set-up, a higher number of individuals per pairing and 
using colonies separated by greater geographic distances. Encounters with other colonies 
while foraging are expected to be common in nature, so these trials would be more 
reflective of field conditions than the typical Petri dish trials. If aggressive responses are 
context-specific, individuals meeting in an open Petri dish arena would be more likely to 
respond differently than individuals meeting in underground foraging tunnels. Further, R. 
flavipes may avoid aggressive encounters by not intermixing with non-kin, possibly by 
avoiding overlap of foraging tunnels. The ability to sort among kin would demonstrate an 




2 Materials and Methods 
2.1 Termite collection and housing 
To establish laboratory colonies I repeatedly sampled populations from three key 
locations in southern Ontario: Toronto, Point Pelee National Park (41.588o N, -82.326o 
W) and Pelee Island (41.481o N, -82.377o W) between May – October, 2015.  
Corrugated roll traps consisting of a single face, two-ply corrugated cardboard roll (10 
cm x 10 cm) with a plywood lid (15 cm x 15 cm) (Figure 2.1) are an efficient attractant to 
foraging termites, serving as a source of food, shelter and moisture (Grace 1989). 
Therefore roll traps were buried three centimeters below the soil surface in areas of 
suspected termite activity (Figure 2.1). In order to increase the potential of collecting 
individuals representing two distinct colonies within a population at each of the three 
primary sites, traps were set out at two locales > 1.5 km apart, as a distinct colony within 
a population typically has a radius of approximately 800 m – 1 km (Raffoul et al., 2011). 
In Point Pelee National Park traps were set at both Gate Beach and Northwest Beach (1.5 
km apart), along sandy shorelines underneath fallen woody debris in mild to moderate 
stages of decay (Figure 2.1). On Pelee Island traps were set around a decaying woodpile 
near the Ivey Research Station, as well as 200 m away underneath rotting wooden logs 
(Figure 2.1). Traps were also set 3 km away at Lighthouse Point underneath large 
wooden pillars and gravel sediment. In Toronto both trapping sites were in the Danforth 
area (Aetna Pest Control requested that exact locations not be disclosed due to client 
confidentiality). At Toronto location A traps were set within a flowerbed of an infested 
home (Figure 2.1), and at location B traps were set along a narrow flowerbed and 
fencerow beside a second infested home (location B) 7 km away.  
After one to three weeks I collected any trap rolls with active termite activity in 6 L 
plastic Tupperware containers and transported to the University of Western Ontario. 
Individuals collected in rolls largely consisted of workers, although proportions varied 
with location: In Point Pelee National Park and Pelee Island collections consisted of 
approximately 95% workers, 1% soldiers and 4% reproductives, while in Toronto 
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collections consisted of 98% workers, 1.5% soldiers and 0.5% reproductives. I sampled 
each site 3-5 times during the field season due to frequent shortage of soldiers when 
conducting behavioral trials. Overall between 38,000 – 40,000 termites were collected 
throughout the field season. Behavioral assays usually began within a month of collection 
in the field. Since colony aggression in R. flavipes may decrease with length of time that 
termites are kept in a lab (Clément, 1986), colonies freshly collected in the field were 
preferred. 
Termites were housed within a walk-in environmental chamber and kept under normal 
room temperature conditions (24± 1oC, 60% RH) under a 16L:8D photoperiod. All 
containers were filled with 1 L of field-collected substrate and inert sand. One hundred 
and twenty grams of damp maple and oak shavings carved from solid wood were added 
as a shelter and food source, along with plywood pieces and a plywood board made of 
softwood (cedar). Both solid wood and plywood were purchased at a hardware store. 
Moisture levels were maintained through regular watering 2-3x per week.  
2.2 Behavioral assays 
Behavioral assay set-up 
I gently sifted soil from colony housing containers through a makeshift sieve and then 
brushed exposed termites onto weigh boats using a soft paintbrush. Since the set-up of 
each assay was the same regardless of the number of termites, type of caste and colony 
origin, the description of an assay testing the interactions of two workers is used here as 
an example of the general protocol. One of the two individuals was marked with acrylic 
paint on the dorsal surface of the abdomen tip and then both were held for 1 hour in 
individual 3.5 cm Petri dishes lined with moist paper, one designated as the resident the 
other as the intruder. The individual being marked (resident or intruder) was alternated 
between replicates. After the acclimation period the intruder was introduced into the 
resident's Petri dish and all interactions filmed over a 5-7 minute period using a Sony 
HDR-CX700 camera in nightshot mode, as assays were performed in an unlit 
environmental chamber during the dark cycle. After each replicate the Petri dishes were 




Behavioral interactions (defined as any point of contact between two individuals) were 
later analyzed in detail using VLC media player. Each aggressive interaction was 
classified by type and given a numeric value (See Table 2.1) so that an overall mean 
aggression score was obtained, with resident and intruder responses scored separately. 
Antennation time (s) was calculated by subtracting the start and end time of antennal 
contact using VLC media player and calculating the mean antennation time for resident 
or intruder for the observation period. Other interactions that were noted but not scored 
included oscillatory body movements (rapid forward-backward thrusting of the body), 
grooming, startle reactions (body pushed back rapidly) and avoidance (quickly turning in 


















Figure 2.1: Cardboard roll trap collection method. A single face, two-ply corrugated 
cardboard roll (top left) was used as an attractant to termites, and buried one inch below 
the soil surface with a plywood lid (top right, bottom left). Traps were buried in in three 
main sites: Toronto (top right), Pelee Island (bottom left), Point Pelee National Park 







Table 2.1: Classification of behavioral responses and relative intensity of aggression 
scoring scale used in behavioral assays of the Eastern subterranean termite R. flavipes    
to obtain a 5-minute mean aggression score.  
 
Behavior (worker) Behavior (soldier) Aggression score 
Antennation: termite makes contact with the 
body of the other termite 
Antennation               0 
 
Mandible-Mandible contact: Mandibles of 
individual’s touch or clasp. Individuals may 
move in semi- circle. 
Mandible flare: Head 




Mandible flare, lunge forward: mandibles 
widened, while lunging towards the other 
individual 




Biting: mandible-mandible or side-side biting 
between individuals.  
Biting: mandibles 
widen and close, bite 












One-on-One Behavioral Assays: Geographic Distance 
To determine whether intra-specific aggression and antennation time would vary between 
colonies of varying geographic distance the behaviors of worker-worker pairings from 
the three sites were compared with those of nestmate pairings, which served as controls. 
For short distance inter-population comparisons the following assays were carried out: 
TOA – TOB, 6 km vs TOA – TOA, 0 km; PIA – PIB, 3 km vs PIA – PIA, 0 km.  The 
following longer distance assays were conducted: Toronto with Point Pelee (TOA – PP, 
360 km) and Toronto with Pelee Island (TOA – PI, 390 km). Assays using pairings of 
different caste types (worker-worker, worker-soldier, soldier-soldier) were also carried 
out to determine whether caste influences intraspecific aggression or antennation time. 













Table 2.2 Number of replicates for geographic distance pairings. One-on-one resident-
intruder pairings of different castes (ww = worker-worker, ws = worker-soldier,                           
ss = soldier-soldier) and colony source (NM = nestmate, NNM = non-nestmate). 
Caste Pairing Colony Source # of Replicates 
ww TO – TO (NM) 10 
ww PI – PI (NM) 10 
ww TO – PI (NNM) 20 
ww TOA – TOB (NNM)	   10 
ww TO – PP (NNM)	   10 
ww	   PIA – PIB (NNM)	   10 
ws TO – TO (NM) 10 
ws PI – PI (NM) 10 
ws TO – PI (NNM) 20 
ss TO – TO (NM) 10 
ss PI – PI (NM) 10 
ss TO – PI (NNM) 20 









Effects of Density:  
To determine whether there were effects on the frequency of aggressive responses or 
antennation time between nestmates and non-nestmates in five-on-one and five-on-five 
pairings, Toronto – Pelee Island combinations using different castes (worker-worker, 
worker-soldier, soldier-soldier) were compared, with nestmate pairings serving as a 
control. In five-on-one pairings, resident-to-resident (nestmate) pairings were compared 
with resident-to-intruder (non-nestmate) pairings, while in five-on-five pairings intruder-
to-intruder (nestmate) and intruder-to-resident (non-nestmate) pairings were compared in 
addition to resident-to-resident and resident-to-intruder pairings. Secondly, to determine 
whether there were any density effects on aggression or antennation, one-on-one non-
nestmate (resident-to-intruder and intruder-to-resident) were compared to five-on-one and 
five-on-five non-nestmate pairings (see Figure 2.2). A total of 30 assays were carried out 
for each density (one-on-one, five-on-one and five-on-five), with 10 replicates per caste 
type combination (worker-worker, worker-soldier or soldier-soldier).  
Soldier agitation and soldier crushing trials 
Due to lack of aggressive responses in my behavioral assays, two further experiments 
were performed to determine whether agitating a soldier termite with a paintbrush or by 
alarm pheromone released through crushing a soldier’s head induced aggression. For 
agitation assays, both resident and intruder soldiers were repeatedly tapped with a 
paintbrush on their mandibles for 30 seconds and the one-on-one interactions were 
observed over 5-minutes. As crushed soldiers might release alarm pheromone, potentially 
inducing responses such as mandible flaring and head banging in the other soldier, the 
head of the intruder soldier was crushed and responses of the resident to the crushed 
soldier were recorded over a 5-minute interval. 
2.3 Resource Foraging Design  
Seven-Day Resource Foraging Design Set-up 
To determine if the integrity of colonies originating from different geographic sites would 
be maintained, I set up a longer-term assay consisting of a three-compartment chamber  
meant to simulate two colonies foraging at a single resource (Figure 2.3).                     
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The compartments were two 2.3 L Tupperware containers filled with moistened inert 
sand, joined by eight small glass tubes to a central food resource containing moist sand, 
60 g of water soaked maple and oak shavings, two corrugated cardboard rolls and small 
wooden blocks. Two longer glass tubes also joined the left and right compartments 
directly. In any given assay, 1,000 workers were used and prior to the assay 500 were fed 
plain Whatman #7 filter paper while the other 500 were fed filter paper stained with 0.1% 
w/w Nile Blue A cell stain for 2-3 days (Figure 2.4). The two groups were either 
nestmates (500 stained and 500 unstained from the same colony) or non-nestmates (500 
stained and 500 unstained from different colonies). Nile blue A is a preferred stain in 
mark-release recapture experiments, as it has no effect on termite mortality and is long 
lasting         (14-21 days) (Su et al., 1999). Although this staining approach did not affect 
individual mortality in my preliminary tests, in inter-colony pairings the group stained 
was alternated to minimize any potential effects. After stained and unstained groups were 
placed in the left or right compartment (alternated between replicates), it would usually 
take one to two days for all individuals to tunnel into the moist sand. For the duration of 
the assay it was possible to observe individuals moving between tubes to different 
compartments, often engaging in antennation or oscillatory body movements. After seven 
days the total number of live individuals in different sections of the test arena were 
determined, as well as the % survivorship of each group, and the proportion of 
individuals recovered in their natal/home base or in another compartment. To ensure all 
individuals were counted termites were carefully separated from substrate using a sieve 
and paintbrush, and collected using an aspirator. Ten individuals were counted at a time 
to ensure consistency. The following combinations, with four replicates each, were used: 
Toronto – Toronto (TOA-TOA ), Pelee Island – Pelee Island (PI A-PIA) and             
Toronto – Pelee Island (TOA-PIA). In addition, colonies separated by shorter geographic 
difference distances were tested: Toronto A – Toronto B (TOA – TOB) and Point Pelee – 
Pelee Island (PP – PIA), with two replicates per pairing.  
Two-Day Resource Foraging Design Set-up 
In seven-day resource assays, worker mortality was higher in inter-colony pairings than 
between same colony (nestmate) pairings, possibly the result of starvation if there was 
reduced feeding in the presence of non-nestmates. Therefore, a two-day shared-resource 
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assay was set up using a 9.5 cm Petri dish divided into three compartments          
(Figure 2.5). The left and right compartments were filled with moist sand, while the 
middle compartment contained moistened Whatman #7 filter paper as a food resource. 
The following pairings were tested: TOA-TOA and PIA-PIA as nestmate pairings and TOA-
PIA as the non-nestmate pairing, with 15 stained and 15 unstained individuals in the left 
or right compartments. The number and position of stained and unstained live workers 
was recorded after 48 hours (a period considered too short for a worker to die of 
starvation) to determine displacement and the proportion of survivors. There were 15 
replicates for each of the three paired combinations.  
 
2.4 Statistical Analyses 
All statistical analyses were carried out using the R statistical programming platform     
(R Core Team, 2015; version 3.2.2). All Petri dish-based behavioral assays were analyzed 
using one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s HSD test. Mean aggression score and 
antennation time (s) served as response variables, with colony origin (nestmate or       
non-nestmate) as a factor. Movement of termites between compartments in seven-day and 
two-day resource design experiments was analyzed using quasibinomial logistic 
regression to account for overdispersion in the model (dispersion factor = 22.5). The 
proportions of survivors in resource experiments were arcsin-transformed before analysis 
using one-way ANOVA, and significant differences analyzed using Tukey’s HSD test. In 
both seven-day and two-day resource design experiments, survivorship served as the 










Figure 2.2. Petri dish (3.5 cm) behavioral assay set-up for a) five-on-one and b) five-on-
five colony pairings. In five-on-one pairings, antennation and aggression scores were 
calculated between Resident (Res) – Intruder (Int) (non-nestmate pairings) and Resident 
– Resident (nestmate). In five-on-five pairings interactions between Intruder – Intruder 

























Figure 2.3. Seven-day resource foraging design set-up. Left and right Tupperware 
containers were filled with moist sand and connected directly or to the middle resource 
by glass tubing. 500 workers, either stained or unstained were added to the left or right 
container. The middle resource contained two cardboard rolls and moist wood shavings 
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Figure 2.4. Nile Blue A cell stain. Individual workers were divided into two groups and 
fed stained (top left) or unstained filter paper (top right). After 2-3 days stained 










Figure 2.5. Two-day resource foraging design set-up, using a 9.5 cm Petri dish divided 
into three compartments. 15 stained and 15 unstained individuals were added to the left 
and right compartments containing moist sand, connected to a middle food resource 
















3.1 Behavioral assays 
One-on-One Behavioral Assays: Geographic Distance 
Aggressive behaviors were almost absent in one-on-one worker-worker trials across all 
geographic pairings between Toronto colonies (Table 3.1). In TO-TO nestmate pairings 
0.4 – 1.1% of interactions were aggressive, with 0% aggression for TOA-TOB and TO-PP 
pairings and 0 - 0.5% aggression for TO-PI non-nestmate pairings (Table 3.1). There 
were no significant differences in mean aggression score between nestmate (TO-TO) and 
non-nestmate (TO-PI) pairings for both the residents’ response to an intruder and 
intruders’ response to a resident (Table 3.2). Similar to Toronto pairings, aggressive 
encounters were almost absent across all geographic pairings between Pelee Island 
colonies (Table 3.1), and there were no differences in mean aggression score between 
nestmate and non-nestmate pairings for either the resident or intruder response (Table 
3.2). In TO-TO caste pairings 2.50 – 3.33% of worker-soldier nestmate pairings were 
aggressive, with a slight increase of 1.1 – 8.6% for non-nestmate pairings (TO-PI). In   
PI-PI worker-soldier nestmate pairings 3.7 – 7.4% were aggressive compared to 1.5 – 
11.2% of non-nestmate pairings (PI – TO).  For soldier-soldier pairings 2.9 – 3.9% of 
nestmate (TO-TO) pairings were aggressive compared to 8.1-8.8% for non-nestmates 
(TO-PI) (Table 3.1). There were no significant differences in mean aggression score 
between nestmate and non-nestmate pairings for both worker-soldier and soldier-soldier 
caste pairings (Table 3.2, see Appendix A). The most common aggressive responses for 
soldiers were mandible flaring, with vary rare instances of lunge flares and biting. 
Occasionally mandible gaping was observed for workers but no lunge flares or biting was 
ever observed. 
For Toronto colony pairings (TO-TO, TOA-TOB, TO-PP, TO-PI) there were no 
differences in the resident’s antennation time regardless of geographic distance, F(3, 36) 
= 2.82, p = 0.05, although antennation was higher towards non-nestmates TOA-TOB and 
TO-PP compared to TO-TO (Figure 3.1). Intruder termites had significantly higher 
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antennation scores for TO-PP pairings compared to TO-PI pairings (F(3, 36) = 2.97,        
p < 0.05). Antennation time was no different for TO-TO nestmates compared to the 
furthest distance non-nestmate pairing TO-PI (Figure 3.1). In Pelee colony pairings     
(PI-PI, PIA-PIB, PI-TO) there were no significant differences in the resident’s antennation 
time regardless of whether Pelee Island workers were paired with nestmates or non-
nestmates, (F(2, 25) = 0.87, p = 0.43), although antennation time was slightly higher for 
PI-TO pairings compared to PIA-PIB, and PI-PI (Figure 3.2). Differences in intruder 
antennation time between nestmates and non-nestmates were also non-significant,      
(F(2, 25) = 1.41, p = 0.26). Antennation time was slightly higher for PI-TO and PIA – PI B 
compared to PI-PI nestmate pairings (Figure 3.2). In caste pairings there were no 
significant differences in the resident’s response to an intruder and the intruder’s response 
to a resident across all worker-soldier and soldier-soldier assays (Table 3.3, Figure 3.3, 
Figure 3.4). The total number of antennations over the 5-minute observation interval 
varied with each replicate (Table 3.4), ranging from frequent to little or no interaction. 
Soldiers tended to interact less than workers, and replicates were repeated if there were 













Table 3.1. Percentage of aggressive responses (% aggr. responses), mean aggression 
score (MAS) and total # of interactions for one-on-one pairings with Toronto (TO), Pelee 
Island (PI) or Point Pelee (PP) pairings (n = 10 per pairing). RI = Resident response to 
intruder, IR = Intruder response to resident, ww = worker-worker, ws = worker-soldier,  
ss = soldier-soldier.       
     
   RI   IR  




MAS % aggr. 
responses 
MAS 
  TO – TO  275 0.4 1.00 1.1 1.01 
TOA – TOB  126 0 1.00 0 1.00 
TO – PP 160 0 1.00 0 1.00 
TO – PI 186 0 1.00  0.5 1.01 
PI – PI 275 0.4 1.00  1.1 1.01 
PIA – PIB 139 0.7 1.00 0 1.00 
PI – TO 195 0 1.00 0 1.00 
ws      
TO – TO         120       2.5 1.03 3.3 1.03 
PI – TO 134       1.5 1.01 11.2 1.10 
PI - PI 136       3.7 1.03 7.4 1.06 
TO - PI 93       8.6 1.10 1.1 1.03 
ss      
TO – TO         102       2.9 1.05 3.92 1.05 
PI – TO 120       10.0 1.13 11.7 1.18 
PI - PI 147       3.4 1.05       6.8 1.10 












Table 3.2. Summary of one-way independent ANOVA for mean aggression score of 
the resident termite in response to an intruder and intruder termite in response to a 
resident, comparing differences between situations where individuals were from the same 
(T-T, P-P) or different (T-P, P-T) colony. Interactions were between worker-worker 
(ww), worker-soldier (ws) or soldier-soldier (ss) pairings. 
 
 Pairing df  F p 
Resident response to intruder ww 3, 36 1.80 0.17 
 ws 3, 36 1.80 0.17 
 ss 3, 36 1.35 0.27 
Intruder response to resident  ww 3, 36 1.53 0.22 
 ws 3, 36 0.80 0.50 













Figure 3.1. Mean antennation time (s ± SE) for one-on-one worker-worker pairings 
between nestmates (TO – TO) and non-nestmates (TOA – TOB, TO – PP, TO - PI). Fig. 
3.1a represents antennation time of resident in response to intruder, Fig. 3.1b antennation 
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Figure 3.2. Mean antennation time for one-on-one worker-worker pairings comparing   
a) the Pelee Island resident response to intruder and b) Pelee Island intruder response to 
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Figure 3.3. Mean antennation time (s ± SE) for one-on-one worker-soldier pairings 
between nestmates (TO – TO, PI – PI) and non-nestmates (TO – PI, PI – TO). Fig. 3.3a 
represents antennation time of resident in response to intruder, Fig. 3.3b antennation time 
of intruder in response to resident. n = 40, 10 replicates per pairing. 
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Figure 3.4. Mean antennation time (s ± SE) for 1-on-1 soldier-soldier pairings between 
nestmates (TO – TO, PI – PI) and non-nestmates (TO – PI, PI – TO). Fig. 3.4a represents 
antennation time of resident in response to intruder, Fig. 3.4b antennation time of intruder 
in response to resident. n = 40, 10 replicates per pairing. 
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Table 3.3. Summary of one-way independent ANOVA for mean antennation time (s) 
of the resident termite in response to an intruder and intruder termite in response to a 
resident in one-on-one pairings, comparing differences between situations where 
individuals were from the same (TO-TO or PI-PI) colony or different (TO-PI or PI-TO) 
colonies. Interactions were between worker-worker (ww), worker-soldier (ws) or soldier-
soldier (ss) pairings. 
 
 Pairing df  F p 
Resident response to intruder ww 3, 36 1.00 0.35 
 ws 3, 36 0.07 0.85 
 ss 3, 36 0.71 0.55 
Intruder response to resident  ww 3, 36 0.05 0.43 
 ws 3, 36 0.08 0.81 











Table 3.4. Range of the number of antennations per replicate for the resident’s 
response to intruder and intruder’s response to resident of the same (TO-TO or PI-PI) 
colony or different (TO-PI, PI-TO) colonies, one-on-one interactions. n = 10 per caste 
pairing, ww = worker-worker, ws = worker-soldier, ss = soldier-soldier. 
 
 Resident response to Intruder Intruder response to Resident  
 TO-TO TO-PI PI-PI PI-TO TO-TO TO-PI PI-PI PI-TO 
ww 2 – 35 6 – 17 4 – 21 4 – 21 4 – 21 3 – 16 5 – 17 7 – 23 
ws 5 – 14 3 – 14 3 – 22 3 – 12 4 – 23 3 – 12 4 – 12 5 – 19 














Effects of Density:  
Overall there were few aggressive behaviors observed in five-on-one and five-on-five 
pairings across all Toronto-Pelee pairings. Aggressive responses were absent in worker-
worker nestmate and non-nestmate pairings (Table 3.5). For five-on-one worker-soldier 
assays aggressive encounters comprised 0.3 – 0.7% of all total interactions for non-
nestmate pairings (resident-intruder and intruder-resident), and 0% for nestmate pairings 
(resident-resident). In soldier-soldier assays 5.0 – 6.3% of responses were aggressive in 
non-nestmate pairings, with 0% aggression between nestmates (Table 3.5). In five-on-
five worker-soldier pairings there was little difference in the number of aggressive 
responses between non-nestmates, 1.3 – 3.5% and nestmates, 2.2 – 3.9%. In soldier-
soldier pairings there were slightly more aggressive encounters in non-nestmate pairings, 
1.3 – 8.2% compared to nestmate pairings, 0.4 – 1.7% (Table 3.5). Mean aggression 
scores were higher for nestmate and non-nestmate soldier-soldier pairings compared to 
worker-worker and worker-soldier pairings (Table 3.5). The most common aggressive 
responses were mandible flares. Lunge forward and biting was rare, but if observed 
occurred in soldier-soldier encounters. If a single individual exhibited a mandible flare, it 
was more likely to repeat this behavior in later encounters, regardless of whether the 
individual was a nestmate or non-nestmate.  
There was no significant difference in mean antennation time for five-on-one worker-
worker pairings between nestmates (resident-resident) and non-nestmates (resident-
intruder) (Table 3.6). In worker-soldier and soldier-soldier pairings resident termites 
spent significantly longer antennating non-nestmate intruders compared to resident 
nestmates (Table 3.6, Figure 3.5). In five-on-five worker-worker and soldier-soldier 
pairings there were no differences in mean antennation time (s) between nestmates 
(resident-resident, intruder-intruder) and non-nestmates (resident-intruder, intruder-
resident) (Figure 3.6). In worker-soldier pairings antennation time was significantly 
longer for non-nestmate resident-intruder encounters compared to nestmate intruder-
intruder encounters (Table 3.6, Figure 3.6).  
Comparing one-on-one, five-on-one and five-on-five density pairings there were no 
significant differences in antennation time for the residents’ response to an intruder in 
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both worker-soldier and soldier-solder castes (Table 3.7, Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8). There 
was a statistically significant difference in antennation time in worker-worker pairings, as 
resident workers spent longer antennating a single worker intruder in five-on-one pairings 
compared to resident workers antennating intruders in five-on-five encounters (Table 3.7, 
Figure 3.8). There were no significant differences in antennation time for the intruders’ 
response to the resident across worker-worker, worker-soldier and soldier-soldier pairings 
(Table 3.7, Figure 3.8). 
Other behaviors observed  
Across all five-on-one and five-on-five caste pairings, oscillatory body movements and 
grooming behavior were frequently observed between non-nestmates. The number of 
oscillatory movements varied across trials from less frequent (0-3) to very frequent (25-
30), with very frequent oscillatory behaviors only between non-nestmate pairings. It was 
also noted that a single individual (either worker or soldier) was usually responsible for 
these frequent oscillatory movements, as this same individual would repeat this behavior 
in future encounters. Further, grooming behavior was common between non-nestmates. 
Such encounters could range from 5 - 40 seconds, and would begin with antennation of 
the other termite, followed by preening action with the mandible on the body and anus. 
Occasionally avoidance-like behaviors were observed between non-nestmate encounters. 
These behaviors included startle responses (rapid up-down movement of the body), 










Table 3.5. Percentage of aggressive responses and mean aggression score (MAS) over 
summed interactions for all five-on-one and five-on-five Toronto – Pelee pairings.         
RI (resident-intruder), IR (intruder-resident), RR (resident-resident) and II (intruder-
intruder) are all tabulated from the same number of replicates (therefore total # 
interactions is the same). n = 10 per caste pairing, ww = worker-worker, ws = worker-
soldier, ss = soldier-soldier, NNM = non-nestmate, NM = nestmate.  
 














IR(NNM) 0 245 1.00 0.7 230 1.01 6.3 159 1.07 
RI(NNM)  0 245 1.00 0.3 230 1.00 5 159 1.06 
RR (NM) 0 245 1.00 0 230 1.00 0 159 1.00 
5-on-5          
IR(NNM) 0 235 1.00 1.3 230 1.02 8.2 232 1.09 
RI(NNM)  0 235 1.00 3.5 230 1.04 1.3 232 1.19 
RR (NM) 0 235 1.00 3.9 230 1.03 1.7 232 1.02 










Table 3.6. Summary of one-way independent ANOVA for differences in mean 
antennation time (s) between nestmates (resident-resident, intruder-intruder) and non-
nestmates (resident-intruder, intruder-resident) for all five-on-one and five-on-five 
Toronto – Pelee pairings. n = 10 per caste pairing (ww (worker-worker), ws (worker-
soldier) and ss (soldier-soldier)). Asterisks denote statistical significance (P < 0.05). 
 
 5-on-1   5-on-5   
Pairing df F p df F p 
ww 1, 18 0.02 0.88 3, 36 0.43 0.74 
ws 1, 18 14.26 0.001* 3, 36 0.077  0.05* 
















Figure 3.5. Mean antennation time (s ± SE) for a) worker – worker (ww), b) worker – 
soldier (ws) and c) soldier-soldier (ss) five-on-one pairings. Resident-intruder (R – I) 
indicate mean scores for non-nestmate pairings (NNM, Toronto – Pelee Island), 
Resident-Resident (R-R) mean scores for nestmate pairings (NM, Toronto-Toronto or 
Pelee-Pelee). Letters in b) and c) denote statistical significance between groups (p < 






































































R – I (NNM) R – R (NM) 
R – I (NNM) R – R (NM) 
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Figure 3.6. Mean antennation time (s ± SE) for a) worker – worker (ww), b) worker – soldier 
(ws) and c) soldier-soldier (ss) five-on-five pairings. Resident-intruder (R – I) and intruder-
resident (I – R) graphs indicate mean scores for non-nestmate pairings (NNM, TO – PI), 
Resident-Resident (R-R) and Intruder-Intruder (I-I) indicate mean scores for nestmate pairings 
(NM, TO-TO or PI-PI). Letters in b) denote statistical significance between groups (p < 0.05). n = 
10 replicates per caste pairing (ww, ws, ss). 
ww: 
Res – Int 
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Table 3.7. Effects of density on antennation time. Summary of one-way independent 
ANOVA for mean antennation time (s) of the resident response to an intruder and 
intruder response to resident comparing one-on-one, five-on-one and five-on-five density 
non-nestmate pairings. Scores compared for ww (worker-worker), ws (worker-soldier), ss 
(soldier-soldier) pairings. Asterisk denotes statistical significance. n = 10 per density 
pairing. 
 
 Resident response to Intruder Intruder response to Resident 
Pairing df F p df F P 
ww 2, 27 4.47 0.02* 2, 27 0.22 0.80 
ws 2, 27 0.28 0.76 2, 27 0.97 0.39 















Figure 3.7. Mean antennation time (s) for one-on-one, five-on-one and five-on-five 
group pairings, intruder response to resident. Fig. 3.7 a) ww (worker-worker), b) ws 






































































Figure 3.8. Mean antennation time (s) for one-on-one, five-on-one and five-on-five 
group pairings, resident response to intruder. Fig. 3.8 a) ww (worker-worker), b) ws 










































































Soldier agitation and soldier crushing trials 
In soldier agitation trials there were more frequent aggressive responses and mean 
antennation scores were higher in agitated pairings compared to non-agitated soldier-
soldier pairings (see Appendix B). Aggression scores were significantly higher in TO-TO 
agitated soldier pairings (MAS = 1.18 ± 0.08), with 17.7% total interactions being 
aggressive, compared to 5.9% of TO-TO non-agitated soldier pairings (MAS = 1.03 ± 
0.02), (F(3, 35) = 3.80, p < 0.05). In agitated trials, if one soldier contacted any part of 
the other soldier, the contacted soldier would frequently react by a startle reaction (rapid 
jerking motion of the body), followed by rapidly turning around followed by a mandible 
flare or lunge flare, regardless of whether the termite was a nestmate or non-nestmate. If 
a soldier performed a mandible flare, it was likely to perform more as the trial 
progressed. Further, head-banging behavior (up-down movement of soldier head, which 
produced an audible clicking sound) was frequent in agitation trials, 33 of 287 
interactions for non-nestmates, and 37 of 289 interactions for nestmates, and not observed 
in non-agitated trials. In soldier crushing trials, the most common behavior of the resident 
in response to the crushed soldier was either to antennate the crushed body or circle 
around the Petri dish without making contact. Mandible flares were uncommon and head 
banging absent.  
3.2 Resource Foraging Design 
Termite Movement 
In assays involving nestmates, at the end of seven days the majority of workers were 
found in the central resource foraging site for both Pelee Island (Figure 3.9) and Toronto 
(Figure 3.10) pairings, but in all cases both stained and unstained workers were also 
observed in both left and right compartments. There was a roughly equal proportion of 
stained versus unstained individuals across compartments, although the number in each 
compartment varied between replicates (see Figure 3.9, Figure 3.10). For example, in the 
right container for TO-TO replicate #3 and left container in TO-TO replicate #4 fewer 
stained individuals appeared to leave their home environment (Figure 3.10). In non-
nestmate pairings from the same population (TOA – TOB  and PP – PI) a greater 
proportion of unstained workers remained in their home container after seven-days 
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compared to nestmate pairings, although stained and unstained workers were still 
observed intermixing in left and right compartments (Figure 3.12). 
A very different situation was observed when workers from different populations         
(TO – PI) were paired. A significantly greater proportion of workers remained in their 
home container rather than the central foraging resource and there was very little 
intermixing of stained and unstained individuals (Figure 3.11). In replicate #1, all stained 
individuals remained in their original home compartment after seven-days, while all 
except one individual in the right compartment remained in the original home 
compartment (n = 217), and replicates #2-3 show similar trends (Figure 3.11). While 
stained and unstained individuals were found together in the central foraging resource, 
there was some separation noted, as in replicates #1 and 2 one corrugated roll was 
observed to contain all stained workers, and the other roll all unstained workers. No overt 
aggression was ever observed in glass tubes or the middle resource.  
Logistic regression confirmed that in non-nestmate pairings Toronto-Pelee individuals 
were 92% less likely to move (Odds ratio 0.08, 95% CI 0.02, 0.28) compared to nestmate 
pairings Pelee – Pelee (Odds ratio 0.92, 95% CI 0.40, 2.19) and Toronto – Toronto (Odds 
ratio 1.04, 95% CI 0.51, 2.13). There were no significant differences in movement 
between PI-PI and TO-TO nestmate pairings (Table 3.8).  
In two-day assays, the majority of surviving individuals in nestmate pairings (TO-TO,   
PI-PI) would usually be found in one of the compartments (left, middle resource or right) 
(Table 3.9). Both stained and unstained individuals were intermixed, and although at 
times there was an equal proportion of stained to unstained individuals in a compartment 
the number of each found per compartment varied highly across replicates. Low 
survivorship in non-nestmate pairings (TO-PI) made observations difficult to interpret, 
however among the survivors there appeared to be less intermixing compared to nestmate 
pairings, as all surviving stained or unstained individuals would be found in separate 
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Figure 3.9. Seven-day resource design, Pelee Island – Pelee Island (nestmate) pairings, 
replicates #1-4. Pie charts indicate the number of stained (gray) and unstained (white) 
survivors in left or right compartments, and total # of survivors in middle compartment. 
Shade of background square indicates which side stained (gray) or unstained (white) 
individuals were placed at the start of the experiment.  
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Figure 3.10. Seven-day resource design, Toronto – Toronto (TO-TO) (nestmate) pairings, replicates #1-4. 
Pie charts indicate the number of stained (gray) and unstained (white) survivors in left or right 
compartments, and total # of survivors in middle compartment. Shade of background square indicates 
which side stained (gray) or unstained (white) was placed at the start of the experiment. 
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Figure 3.11. Seven-day resource design, Toronto – Pelee Island (non-nestmate) pairings, replicates #1-4. 
Pie charts indicate the number of stained (gray) and unstained (white) survivors in left or right 
compartments, and total # of survivors in middle compartment. Shade of background square indicates 
which side stained (gray) or unstained (white) was placed at the start of the experiment. 
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Figure 3.12. Seven-day resource design, Toronto locale A – Toronto locale B (TOA – TOB) 
(non-nestmate) pairings, replicates #1-2 (top) and Point Pelee – Pelee Island (PP - PI) (non-
nestmate) pairings, replicates #1-2 (bottom). Pie charts indicate proportion and % of stained 
(gray) and unstained (white) survivors in left or right compartments. Shade of background square 
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Table 3.8. Summary of quasi binomial logistic regression comparing whether surviving 
R. flavipes workers moved from or stayed in their home container after seven days when 
paired with nestmates (TO-TO, PI-PI) or non-nestmates (TO-PI).  n = 12 (4 per pairing). 
Constant value = TO-TO pairing, dispersion parameter = 25.3. 
 
  95% CI for odds ratio  
 B (SE) Lower Odds ratio Upper p value 
Constant 0.04 (0.36)   0.51      1.04   2.13  > 0.91 
PIPI -0.09 (0.43)   0.40      0.92   2.12  < 0.85 




















Table 3.9. Two-day resource design, Toronto – Toronto (TO - TO), Pele Island – Pelee Island  
(nestmate) pairings, Toronto – Pelee Island (non-nestmate) pairings, replicates #1-15. Total 
number of survivors in each compartment (left, middle, right) and total survivorship                    
(15 stained, 15 unstained, /30). 
TO - TO Left Middle Right # Survivors /30 
1 25 0 2 27 
2 3 10 14 27 
3 2 25 1 28 
4 21 1 2 23 
5 12 9 0 21 
6 5 19 0 24 
7 15 14 0 28 
8 2 1 26 29 
9 0 5 24 29 
10 21 4 4 29 
11 0 5 23 28 
12 25 0 1 26 
13 0 8 21 29 
14 0 6 24 30 
15 18 5 6 29 
PI - PI Left Middle Right # Survivors /30 
1 11 19 0 30 
2 0 1 25 26 
3 9 20 0 29 
4 3 9 13 25 
5 0 6 15 21 
6 2 0 26 28 
7 4 25 0 29 
8 0 5 22 27 
9 0 28 0 28 
10 30 0 0 30 
11 4 25 0 29 
12 23 2 0 25 
13 1 1 26 28 
TO - PI Left Middle Right # Survivors /30 
1 2 1 5 8 
2 2 4 0 6 
3 0 0 2 2 
4 0 12 2 12 
5 1 2 9 12 
6 0 0 1 1 
7 0 0 2 2 
8 1 0 13 14 
9 0 0 9 9 
10 0 0 2 2 
11 0 7 0 7 
12 10 0 6 16 
13 2 1 3 6 
14 8 3 0 11 





Figure 3.13. Mean total survivorship (±SE) in a) seven-day resource design, and b) two-
day resource design trials with combined survivorship of stained and unstained workers. 





































































The survival of workers varied significantly within and between nest pairings for both 
seven-day and two-day resource design assays. Survival was always > 70% in nestmate 
pairings (TO-TO, PI-PI) as well as non-nestmate pairings from within the same 
population (TOA – TOB and PP – PI) (Figure 3.13). In contrast worker survival was 
significantly lower in non-nestmate pairings (TO-PI), (F(4, 11) = 11.04, p < 0.001; Figure 
3.13, Table 3.10). In the seven-day trial the majority of dead individuals were not found, 
likely disintegrating into the substrate before they could be counted. The largest numbers 
of dead individuals were found in the TO-TO pairings (n = 143), followed by TO-PI       
(n = 81) and PI-PI (n = 28) pairings (Table 3.11). For TO-PI pairings dead individuals 
were observed under a microscope for signs of injury related to aggression, however 
bodies were too decomposed to detect noticeable signs (i.e. loss of limbs). In most TO-PI 
replicates a rotting smell was noted, particularly in the middle food resource. Within the 
food resource dead individuals were frequently found together on the moistened 
cardboard rolls. Survivorship was not associated with the use of Nile blue A cell stain, as 
there were no differences in survivorship between stained and unstained workers for both 












Table 3.10. One way ANOVA for differences in survivorship between stained versus 
unstained individuals, in Pelee Island – Pelee Island (PIPI), Toronto-Toronto (TO-TO) 
and Toronto – Pelee Island (TO-PI) pairings in seven-day and two-day resource design 
assays. 
 
 Pairing df  F p 
seven-day resource design PIPI 5, 18 10.27 0.75 
 TOTO 5, 18 10.27 0.75 
 TOPI 5, 18 10.27 0.98 
two-day resource design  PIPI 5, 80 1.53 0.99 
 TOTO 5, 80 0.80 0.99 












Table 3.11. Number of dead individuals found in the left, middle, right compartments 
or glass tubes for TO-TO, PI-PI and TO-PI pairings in the seven-day resource foraging 
design. 
 
Pairing Left Mid Right Tubes TOTAL 
TOTO 5 75 63 0 143 
PIPI 11 2 15 0 28 










Figure 3.14. Mean survivorship in a) seven-day and b) two-day resource design assays 

























































4.1 Aggression and nestmate discrimination in R. flavipes 
Results of the short-term Petri dish assays did not support the original hypothesis that the 
degree of intercolony aggression would increase with increasing geographic distance 
between colonies, as there was no evidence of elevated aggression when non-nestmates 
would interact compared to nestmates, regardless of caste or density. When observed 
aggressive responses, such as mandible flares and lunging forward at a conspecific were 
primarily expressed by the soldier caste. With a few exceptions there were also no 
significant differences in antennation between nestmates and non-nestmates across caste 
and density pairings, a behavior considered as a possible indicator of nestmate 
discrimination (Clément and Bagnères, 1998; Steiner et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2014;). 
The only significant differences were in five-on-one worker-soldier and soldier-soldier 
pairings where resident termites spent longer antennating non-nestmate intruders than 
resident nestmates. Aggressive behaviors and longer antennation by soldiers may relate to 
the fact that they are the first line of defense and engage in entrance guarding behaviors 
to prevent intruders from entering the nest. Further, in five-on-five worker-soldier 
pairings individuals spent less time antennating non-nestmates than in the five-on-one 
pairings. This would be expected, as individuals are likely to contact others more 
frequently with increasing group size in a Petri dish.  
Thus, based on these findings one could conclude that R. flavipes lacks intercolony 
aggression and possibly nestmate discrimination, which would support previous work on 
this species (Grace, 1996; Polizzi and Forschler, 1998; 1999; Bulmer and Traniello, 
2002; Fisher and Gold, 2003; Perdereau et al., 2011). All these studies were conducted 
using Petri dish assays that never lasted > 24 hours. However, as noted by Breed (2003), 
a change in experimental design could lead to rather different results. This certainly 
would appear to be the case with both of the shared resource design experiments as there 
was a significant increase in worker mortality in inter-colony pairings compared intra-
colony pairings. The higher mortality occurred even in the two-day assays suggesting that 
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mortality  resulted from aggression, as death from factors such as disease and/or 
starvation should not have occurred in such a short timeframe. Unfortunately, the 
cadavers recovered were in such a state of decomposition it was not possible to see any 
evident signs of aggression.  
One possible explanation is that only a small proportion of workers are actually 
aggressive (Polizzi and Forschler, 1998; 1999) and in assays involving higher densities 
there is a greater probability of such individuals being present. However, this seems 
somewhat unlikely, at least as a direct cause of the observed mortality. Over 200 workers 
were tested in the one-on-one, five-on-one and five-on-five assays and not a single 
individual exhibited high levels of aggression, so it seems unlikely that there would be 
enough aggressive individuals randomly selected for the foraging assays to generate the 
levels of mortality observed, especially in the two-day resource assays. As some soldiers 
had more aggressive responses than others, it is possible that there may be polyethism in 
the soldier caste. In Petri dish trials, an individual that expressed a specific behavior, such 
as an oscillatory body movement, grooming or mandible flare tended to do so on 
successive interactions. Further studies could address whether there are individual 
differences in behavioral responses within worker and soldier castes.  
It is likely that R. flavipes requires specific contexts to display aggression (Polizzi and 
Forschler, 1998). As noted by Breed (2003), Zweden and d’Ettore (2010) and Chouvenc 
et al. (2011) one must take into account the natural ecological context when studying 
aggression and nestmate discrimination. For example, aggression in the Argentine ant, 
Linepithema humile occurred most frequently in assays involving competition for food or 
nest defense (Roulston, 2003). Similarly in the ground-nesting bee Lasioglossum 
zephyrum a plastic tube was used to resemble nest entrance holes in the field that are 
protected by guard bees. An intruder bee was then presented to guard bees blocking the 
entrance tube, and this context allowed for important insights into nestmate 
discrimination of a foraging bee species (Greenburg, 1979). Clearly the two-day and      
seven-day shared resource assays are closer to natural conditions than the short-term Petri 
dishes, as the resource-based assays allowed workers to burrow in substrate. Since 
subterranean termites are vulnerable to predation and desiccation they rarely expose 
themselves to the outside environment except during primary alate swarming or if the 
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colony is infected by disease (Buczkowski and Bennett, 2008). In my resource assays, 
encountering non-nestmates while foraging for new resources may have elicited 
aggressive behavior. It is unknown whether aggressive interactions between non-
nestmates occurred while feeding in the middle resource or when entering the other’s 
home environment. If initial aggressive interactions between non-nestmates occurred 
when foraging for resources, survivors may have remained in their respective containers 
and thus would avoid individuals from the other colony.  
Field studies indicate that foraging sites frequently overlap between both intra and 
interspecific colonies of Reticulitermes spp. in the field (Thorne et al., 1999; Deheer and 
Vargo, 2004; Deheer and Vargo, 2008; Perdereau et al., 2011). Given the potential cost 
of aggression one would expect the evolution of behaviors that minimize the possibility 
of negative encounters. While there was little evidence of aggression in the above-
mentioned studies, unpublished observations of R. flavipes suggest that worker-worker 
aggression may occur at points of contact while building and expanding foraging 
territory, and that soldiers block entrance tunnels to reduce such encounters (Forschler, 
pers. comm). Cornelius and Osbrink (2000) found that in resource-based assays              
R. flavipes and Coptotermes formosanus constructed separate foraging tunnels, 
suggesting a behavior that would result in fewer interactions and consequently costly 
aggressive interactions. The increased antennation of non-nestmates observed when 
soldiers were used in the Petri dish assays may be associated with entrance-guarding 
behavior that ensures only kin enter the nest territory. 
Genetic analysis of multiple field colonies collected at the same foraging site suggest that 
extensive intermixing and intercolony breeding is likely avoided in field populations 
(Thorne et al., 1999; Bulmer and Traniello, 2002b). Differences in cuticular hydrocarbon 
profiles are one way that many social insect species differentiate kin from non-kin 
(Bagnères et al., 1991; Haverty et al., 1999; Kaib et al., 2004; Zweden and d’Ettore, 
2010; Perdereau et al., 2010). The near absence of inter-colony mixing observed in the 
seven-day and two-day resource-sharing assays strongly suggests that R. flavipes is able 
to discriminate kin from non-kin. These results do not support the hypothesis that 
supercolony formation in Toronto populations’ result from the inability to recognize kin 
from non-kin. In fact, as this population is genetically very similar as it arose from a 
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single introduction (Scaduto et al., 2012) all individuals probably have very similar 
cuticular hydrocarbon profiles. The high level of intermixing observed in assays 
involving different colonies from Toronto (TOA – TOB) and the presence of 
supercolonies in Toronto populations may be the result of the "dear enemy effect" 
(Breed, 2003; Fisher and Gold, 2003). In this situation neighboring colonies that are 
closely related avoid overt conflict, especially if resources are limited. Since colonies in 
Toronto are all descendants from one initial introduction their close genetic similarly may 
result in similar cuticular hydrocarbon profiles and thus they may avoid direct conflict 
with neighboring colonies (Scaduto et al., 2012). Lack of aggression between Toronto 
populations was also observed in Grace’s (1996) seven-day resource design experiment.  
Unfortunately, the fact that R. flavipes lives in underground tunnels makes it difficult to 
study behaviors under more realistic ecological conditions (Thorne et al., 1999; Deheer 
and Vargo, 2004) and in future studies the resource-foraging design could be modified so 
that movement and interactions of individuals could be videotaped over time. Some 
segregation of colonies was observed at the food resource, with stained and unstained 
non-nestmate workers found in different cardboard rolls, but it was not possible to 
determine if the two populations avoided foraging trail overlap or build passage 
blockages to prevent tunnel entry. Future studies on foraging interactions would benefit 
from using a planar arena, where individuals forage between stacked sheets of glass. This 
approach was effectively used to study the foraging interactions of C. formosanus. A 
design of this nature could be useful to provide insights to questions such as: Do foragers 
establish non-overlapping trails and block tunnels to avoid colony mixing? When and 
where do aggressive encounters normally occur, and which caste exhibits these 
aggressive behaviors? How might the addition of soldiers in different ratios effect worker 
movement? Does the caste ratio alter the levels and types of aggressive behavior? Do 
soldiers, the main line of defense, guard tunnel entrances? Cornelius and Osbrink (2000) 
found that when a greater proportion of R. flavipes and C. formosanus soldiers were 
added to a resource design experiment, fewer individuals shared the center food chamber. 
In addition, does aggression and intermixing follow a graded response as a function of 
geographic distance, with higher levels of intermixing between neighboring colonies than 
with more distant ones? Are there other non-aggressive behaviors that could be used as 
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indicators of nestmate recognition? For example, measuring oscillatory body 
movements and grooming of non-nestmates, behaviours seen in some interactions may 
provide further insight. Furthermore, differences in antennation time may differ within a 
foraging gallery than in an open Petri dish.  
The answers to these questions would certainly increase our understanding of the 
behavior of R. flavipes towards conspecifics. Research into these questions could also 
help clarify some of the apparent contradictions that exist in the current literature about 
the expression of aggression in this species. In previous literature it was not clear whether 
this species was able to detect kin from non-kin, but the results of this current study 
indicate that kin recognition remains intact in northern, introduced populations of           
R. flavipes. Based on the assumption that the presence of supercolonies arose due to a 
loss of kin recognition, it was proposed that ‘switching on’ kin recognition genes in 
supercolonies would lead to competition and consequently result smaller, more easily 
controlled colonies (Scaduto et al., 2012). However, the results of this study suggest that 
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Appendix A: Mean aggression score for 1-on-1 a) worker-worker, b) worker-soldier, and 
c) soldier-soldier pairings between nestmates (TO – TO, PI – PI) and non-nestmates (TO 
– PI, PI – TO).  































































Appendix B: Mean aggression score for 1-on-1 soldier-soldier non-agitated nestmate 
pairings (TO TO = Toronto-Toronto), agitated nestmate pairings (TO TO Ag = Toronto-
Toronto), non-agitated non-nestmate pairings (TO PI = Toronto-Pelee Island), agitated 
non-nestmate pairings (TO PI = Toronto-Pelee Island). Asterisk denotes statistical 
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